In this note, I present an argument against the unrestricted axiom of determinacy (=AD). The player who has the turn can move \left" or can move \right". A player has a winning strategy if there is a protocol (i.e. a map from the set of positions to f`left',`right'g) which guarantees victory. The set of positions can be divided into 3 classes. The positions which are won for player A, the positions which are won for player B, and the controversial class of the positions which are undetermined. According to the axiom of determinacy the last class is always empty. Each actual game has a winner. So if the players are clever enough it must be determined who will win the game. The intuition behind AD is that if A and B have in nite powers the same player will win each game. If for instance A wins the rst game, A ought also to win the second game. The argument is that if player B wins this new game, sometimes in the rst game B could not have possibly played
It is well-known that AC (the axiom of choice) and AD are contradictory.
The usual proof uses a diagonal argument combined with the fact that the number of strategies is 2 Proof: We ignore the points in Q. Notice that the two positions which can be reached from I both are isomorphic to I (when the role of A is changed with that of A c ). This is because f 1 : x ! 1?2x maps A c \ 0; 1 2 
